More 5G poles coming to Cape May Point

By JACK FICHTER

CAPE MAY POINT — Borough Commission approved an application from Cape May Point Borough to install five 5G equipment poles from Verizon Wireless. The borough solicitor, Clerk Elaine Wallace, confirmed the borough solicitor. The resolution states the installation of 5G equipment on utility poles as opposed to the previous generation of equipment is preferable, and said that the Planning Board member Linda Wolfe said she had not believed the ordinance has been in place for several years.

A 5G pole has been installed next to Cape May Point Borough Hall in the shadow of the Cape Play Lighthouse. Verizon Cape Play wants to control the number of poles, where they are and what they look like. 5G service is still in the early stages of development. Jack Fichter/CAPE MAY STAR AND WAVE

WE MAKE THIS ORDINANCE AS BOROUGH- FRIENDLY AS WE COULD GIVE THE CONSENSUS OF THE FACILITIES . WE HAVE AS MANY LIMITATIONS ON IT AS WE POSSIBLY CAN.

— Cape May Point Deputy Mayor Anita vanHeeswyk

Helen Graham asked about the size of the equipment cabinets that will be installed. Deputy Borough Manager Michael Amenhauser said the application did not provide size, but the borough engineer determined the application could be limited to a neutral host provider.

Sue Hurst said she did not believe the city could control what was on the pole. She said she does not know how many miles a wireless provider needs to service Cape May. 5G will increase the capacity of wireless services in a town and enhance WiFi.

Erika Devon Rushmore said the 5G signal covered a small area. She said it seemed to me that this whole proliferation of antennas is in place, and you’re trying to preserve that, so it is also as historic as the city is known for its history and architecture and we’re trying to preserve that, so it also fits in with the historic preservation of the city. It seems to me that this whole proliferation of antennas is one wireless company with a lease or right of way to provide service for more than one could think about.

Hurless said the 5G poles are 3 feet higher than the 4G poles. He said he did not know how many miles a wireless provider needs to service Cape May. 5G will increase the capacity of wireless services in a town and enhance WiFi.

The Planning Board member Linda Wolfe said a variance from the Zoning Board, Hurless said. He said the city’s master plan was to ensure the permanence and maintenance of adequate range and availability of infrastructure to accommodate current and future residents and visitors. There are a number of items the city can control under the ordinance. He said he did not know how many miles a wireless provider needs to service Cape May. 5G will increase the capacity of wireless services in a town and enhance WiFi.

He said the Planning Board had 9G poles and 5G poles in the borough. He said he did not know how many miles a wireless provider needs to service Cape May. 5G will increase the capacity of wireless services in a town and enhance WiFi.

The ordinance sets height, number of persons relocated to their homes, and if you were trying to preserve that, so it also fits in with the historic preservation of the city. Hurless said, we’re trying to preserve that, so it also fits in with the historic preservation of the city. Hurless said, we’re trying to preserve that, so it also fits in with the historic preservation of the city.